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Boris and Sid go on holiday. 
They go on a plane.





They stay near a beach. 
It is massive! It has rocks and sand and 

bumpy grass and trees. 
“It is just grand!”  hey tell 

each other. “Brill!”
t 





Boris is really happy playing in the sand 
with his bucket and spade. 

He makes big castles.





Sid is very happy fishing in the rock 
pools with his net. He catches crabs 
and small reed-fish in the seaweed.





But Boris and Sid are very VERY 
happy when they are swimming 

in the sea.





Boris and Sid splash and 
splash. They have fun!





They play ball...





They sail along the waves, slipping 
in and out of the sea really fast!





It is hard to stay standing up. Boris 
falls off! Sid falls off! 

They crash into the waves.





Boris screams! Sid shouts! 
But it is really fun. They are so happy.





Boris and Sid get very good at 
swimming. They go snork    ing 

under the sea to look at the fish.
ell





They see rays.





They see octopus.





They see starfish.





They see turtles. And, one 
day, they see ...





... a shark!
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Sounds and Letters
/c/ as c, /t/ as t, /a/ as a
/d/ as d, /g/ as g, /o/ as o
/m/ as m, /n/ as n
/i/ as i, /s/ as s and ss
/u/ as u, /r/ as r
/h/ as h, /l/ as l and ll
/e/ as e, /b/ as b
/f/ as f and ff, /sh/ as sh
/p/ as p, /c/ as k and ck
/ee/ as y, /p/ as pp (+ mm, dd, rr, nn)
/ee/ as ee, ea, e
/w/ as w and wh*, /ch/ as ch
/th/ as th, /ng/ as ng
/tthh/ as th, /v/ as v and ve
/oo/ as oo, u and oul
/j/ as j, /ar/ as ar and a*
/ou/ as ou, ow and ough
/or/ as or, ore, aw and a
/ay/ as ay, a-e, ai


